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**What is Data Analysis and Data Mining Database Trends**
January 6th, 2011 - The exponentially increasing amounts of data being generated each year make getting useful information from that data more and more critical The information frequently is stored in a data warehouse a repository of data gathered from various sources including corporate databases summarized information from internal systems and data from external sources

Glenn Schwartzberg's Essbase Blog A different way to do
April 18th, 2019 - Its been many years since I first created this blog It has remained true to Essbase and related information over those years Hopefully it has answered questions and given you insight over those years

Tim Tow's Hyperion Blog Essbase VB API is Officially Dead
April 19th, 2019 - It is with a sad heart that bring you the news that as of Essbase 11 1 2 4 the Essbase VB API is officially dead I cut my teeth in Essbase working with that API way back in the mid 1990 s but the writing had been on the wall for some time

Essbase - Wikipédia
April 19th, 2019 - Online Analytical Processing Multidimensional OLAP MOLAP Bibliographie Oracle Hyperion Essbase Antoine DINIMANT Wojtek JANECZEK Sébastien ROUX Laëtitia TERLUTTE en Look Smarter Than You Are with Hyperion Essbase Edward Roske Tracy McMullen 2008 Notes et références

Cameron's Blog For Essbase Hackers Simplified Currency
April 19th, 2019 - This blog is called Cameron’s Blog for Essbase Hackers but that’s a misnomer This blog is for Essbase and Planning and ODI and SQL and Dodeca and many other things hackers but it isn’t necessarily mine

Cameron's Blog For Essbase Hackers Going under the covers
April 17th, 2019 - However you can use Smart View’s “Execute MDX” command and get a value in the log For those of you not writing MDX on a regular basis and bear with me because I think this log is going to drive a lot of people who are not super experienced with MDX towards it in future you get to that
option by right clicking on the Essbase database ASO or BSO it doesn’t matter and selecting

**The Finnish Hyperion Guy EPM 11 1 2 2 Installation and**
April 19th, 2019 - I know many of you have been waiting to see more details about the EPM 11 1 2 2 release I have been really busy at work as my calendar is pretty much full of EPM upgrade projects

**Tim Tow s Hyperion Blog**
April 19th, 2019 - This MDX is pretty straightforward but what if you wanted to see how New York and Connecticut would look if they were combined This is the question that a generated member can return for you

**What Is SAP S 4 HANA Cloud Blog**
April 18th, 2019 - What does SAP S 4 HANA Cloud Mean For The Future of SAP Since it was mentioned by SAP that these were not new products but rather a doubling down of current cloud investments - it was not clear whether or not this was really a re packaging of its SaaS acquisitions i.e Ariba Concur and Success Factors

**Oracle Business Intelligence OBIEE 101 OBIEE Executing**
April 17th, 2019 - John Minkjan said Why don’t you add the SQL view to your report hide it and add a script to read the idLogicalSqlCell Regards January 15 2010 at 1:03 PM

**Business Analytics Overview Oracle**
April 19th, 2019 - Augmented Analytics for All Great analytics helps you uncover solutions to your business challenges When analytics is incorporated as a fundamental component of your ongoing business strategy everyone in your organization is empowered to understand what happened why it happened and leverage that data to predict what will happen next

**InformationWeek serving the information needs of the**
April 19th, 2019 - InformationWeek.com News analysis and commentary on information technology trends including cloud computing DevOps data analytics IT leadership cybersecurity and IT infrastructure

**Running Web Launched EAS with the Right Java Version**
April 19th, 2019 - This OTN thread reminded me of some unsuccessful work I did a while back trying to ensure that the appropriate version of Java was invoked when launching EAS from the web After reviewing my notes and doing more digging I came up with a hack y admittedly workaround so I decided to write it up

**business case ?? ?? ???**
April 17th, 2019 - It Insert Picture Here gt Performance Acceleration for Analytic Applications Solution Overview Proposal developed for icbc Statement of Confidentiality amp Disclaimers This presentation and its contents collectively Presentation are the confidential information of Oracle
April 19th, 2019 - David T said John your SQL for the Last Day of the Month needs to be modified If the current month is July than the first part of the SQL will give you June 30th